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This Special Issue aims to foster novel contributions in this subject area and collect the state-of-the-art of all methods based on computational intelligence and data mining for the IoT and its applications.

Relevant topics of interest include, but are not limited to:
- Big Data for the IoT
- Cloud Computing for the IoT
- Data Mining for the IoT and Edge Computing
- Deep Neural Network for Prediction and Classification of IoT Data
- IoT in Smart Home and Smart City
- IoT in Energy Management
- Industry 4.0 and IoT
- IoT in Agriculture and Environment
- IoT in eHealth and Ambient Assisted Living
- Internet of Vehicles
- Machine and Deep Learning for the IoT
- Metaheuristic Algorithms for the IoT
- Mobile Computing and Sensing for the IoT
- Security for the IoT
- Privacy Protection for the IoT
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Message from the Editorial Board

Sensors is a leading journal devoted to fast publication of the latest achievements of technological developments and scientific research in the huge area of physical, chemical and biochemical sensors, including remote sensing and sensor networks. Both experimental and theoretical papers are published, including all aspects of sensor design, technology, proof of concept and application. Sensors organizes Special Issues devoted to specific sensing areas and applications each year.
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